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Raman scattering from a self-organized Ge dot superlattice
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We present a Raman scattering study of a self-organized Ge dot superlattice. The structure, which
consists of 20 periods of Ge quantum dots sandwiched by 6 nm Si spacers, is grown on a Si~100!
substrate by solid source molecular beam epitaxy. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
is used to characterize the structural properties of these Ge dots. Raman spectrum shows a
downward shift of the Ge–Ge mode, which is attributed to the phonon confinement in the Ge dots.
From polarization dependent Raman spectra, strong inter-sub-level transition in the Ge quantum
dots is observed. From a simple calculation, the observed peak at 1890 cm21 in the polarized
spectrum is attributed to the transition between the first two heavy hole states of the Ge quantum
dots. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!04213-8#
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Semiconductor quantum dot structures represent the
timate case of size quantization in semiconductors. The e
tronic structure of an ideal quantum dot is composed of a
of discrete energy levels where the charged carriers are
fined in all three dimensions. Hence, quantum dots provid
unique way to tailor the optical and electrical properties
designing and developing a new class of photonic devic
such as lasers and detectors.1 Recently, the formation of self
organized semiconductor quantum dots by the Strans
Krastanow growth process has attracted much attention.
structural properties and interband optical properties of th
quantum dots have been widely reported in the literature2–5

Inter-sub-level optical transition is an alternate subject of
terest. To date, most of the work in this field is based
optical transitions of electrons within the conduction band
III–V quantum dot structures.6–8 Little work is done on the
valence band inter-sub-level spectroscopy in any quan
dot system and, in particular, in SiGe-based quantum
structures. The fact that most of the band-gap discontin
~between Si and Ge! goes to the valence band as well as t
small hole effective mass favors hole inter-sub-level tran
tions for midinfrared applications. Furthermore, the polari
tion selection rules of inter-sub-level transitions9 strongly de-
pend on the spatial distribution and the symmetry of
levels involved in the transitions and therefore, can be
lized to study the characteristics of the energy levels.
cently, we have obtained the evidence for heavy-hole in
sub-level absorption in self-organized Ge quantum dot10

However, more work in this field needs to be done.
Previously, Raman spectroscopy has been used to s

the phonon and energy level spectrum of quantum wells.11–13

Compared with scattering processes in quantum wells, in
sub-level scattering processes are significantly weaker du
the phonon bottleneck effect in quantum dots.14,15 Neverthe-
less, the mechanism and features of Raman scatterin
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quantum dots have been studied recently,16,17 showing that
Raman spectroscopy is a valuable tool to probe the ac
optical modes as well as information about the electro
structure in the quantum dots. In this letter, Raman scatte
in a self-organized Ge quantum dot superlattice is exp
mentally investigated.

The sample was grown using a solid source molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE! system. A Si~100! wafer with the re-
sistivity of 14–22V cm was cleaned using a standard Shi
ki’s cleaning method and introduced into the MBE chamb
immediately. The protective oxide layer was removed
subsequent heating of the substrate to 930 °C for 15 min.
substrate temperature was maintained at 650 °C during
epitaxial growth. The nominal growth rates were 1 and
Å/s for Si and Ge, respectively. Boron doping was achiev
by thermal evaporation. With this condition, a 200 nm u
doped Si buffer layer was first grown, followed by 20 pe
ods of thin heavily boron-doped Ge quantum dot layers sa
wiched by two 6 nm undoped Si layers. Figure 1 show
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy~TEM! im-
age of the sample. 20 periods of lens-shaped Ge dots
evident, however, vertical correlation18,19 is not observed in
this case, which may be due to the large Si spacer thickn
~6 nm!. A similar sample without the last Si barrier~with Ge
quantum dots grown on the surface! was also examined with
atomic force microscopy~AFM!, showing a typical base di
mension of 420 Å, and a height of 40 Å, which is larger th
the data obtained by TEM~37 Å in height!. The effect due to
the shape of the AFM tip may be a reason.20 Another reason
is the fact that multiple quantum dots are usually flattened
the sandwiched spacer layers.21 The nonuniformity of the dot
size is estimated to be610%. The area density of the dots
13108 cm22.

The Raman scattering was performed using a Renis
Raman Imaging 2000 microscope at room temperature.
spectra were excited by the 514 nm line of an Ar ion lase
the backscattering configuration and recorded by a Si cha
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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coupled device~CCD! camera. Figure 2 shows the Ram
spectrum of the sample. In this low frequency range,
laser beam is perpendicular to the sample surface and
incident light or scattered light polarization is employed. B
sides the strong Si substrate signal at 520 cm21, Ge–Ge,
Si–Ge, and local Si–Si vibrational peaks can be seen
about 301, 403, and 436 cm21, respectively. The appearanc
of the Si–Ge and local Si–Si vibrational peaks implies
formation of SiGe alloy in the wetting layers and the ex
tence of strain in Si underneath the dots. In addition, pure
is present, which is confirmed by the observed intensity ra
I (Ge–Ge)/I (Si–Ge).22 Moreover, we conclude that th
Ge–Ge peak arises from the Ge dots rather than from
wetting layer. This is argued from the fact that the Ge–
peak position of pure, strained Ge~assumed in the wetting
layers! should be larger than 306 cm21.23,24 The strong pho-
non confinement in the dots leads to the downward shif
the Ge–Ge peak to 301 cm21 in our sample.

Figure 3 shows the polarization dependent Raman s
tra of the sample. In this high frequency range, the incid
light is focused on the cleaved edge side of the sample.

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional TEM image of the self-organized Ge dot supe
tice used in this study. The structure consists of 20 periods of Ge dots a
nm Si spacers.

FIG. 2. Typical Raman spectrum of the sample. Ge–Ge, Si–Ge, and
Si–Si optical modes can be found at around 301, 403, and 436 cm21,
respectively.
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polarization of the incident and scattered light is parallel
the growth direction (z) or perpendicular to the growth di
rection (y). In the polarized spectrum@x(z,z) x̄#, two peaks
at about 950 and 1450 cm21 are attributed to the second- an
third-order Si optical phonons. One peak at about 1890 cm21

with a full-width at half-maximum~FWHM! of 100 meV is
related to the inter-sub-levels within the valence band of
Ge dots. Obviously, the considerably large FWHM aris
from the size nonuniformity of the quantum dots and t
nonparabolicity of the hole bands. We will later show th
this peak is strongly related to the first two quantized hea
hole ~HH! states in the Ge dots. In the depolarized spectr
@x(z,y) x̄#, there are no clear observable phonon peaks in
investigated range because the Si optical phonons are fo
den in principle in this case. The absence of an intersubb
transition in the spectrum is due to the fact that the Ram
tensor is zero in this configuration according to the select
rules.25,26

The inter-sub-level transition at about 1890 cm21 was
evaluated by calculating the inter-sub-level energies wit
the valence band. Details of the calculation process h
been described elsewhere.10 In this simple numerical model
we treated Ge dots as quantum boxes and did not take
valence band mixing, depolarization, and Coulomb inter
tion into account. Because the lateral dimensions of
present Ge dots~420 Å! are much larger than their heigh
~37 Å!, the quantum confinement effect in the lateral dire
tion can be omitted. Thus, the allowed energies in the d
can be written as

El5
p2\2l 2

2m* LZ
2

, l 51,2,3, . . . , ~1!

wherem* is the Ge hole effective mass.LZ is the height of
the dots. The calculated results for the present dot sample
illustrated in Fig. 4, indicating that there are two quantiz
HH states at 91.2 meV~HH1! and 363.2 meV~HH2! in the
potential well while the light hole~LH! states and the spin
orbit ~SO! split states can only exist near the top of the
potential barrier or higher. Obviously, the LH and SO sta
do not contribute to the transition peak observed in the

t-
6

al

FIG. 3. Polarization dependence of Raman spectra of the sample. Th
rows at about 950, 1450, and 1890 cm21 indicate the second Si optica
phonon, the third optical phonon, and the inter-sub-level transitions in
Ge dots, respectively.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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larized Raman spectrum. The calculated energy separa
between the first two HH states is 272 meV, which is co
parable to the measured peak energy of 235.4 meV~1890
cm21). The difference between the observed and calcula
energies may come from the simple model itself as well
depolarization and exciton-like shifts.27 Thus, we believe this
simple calculation reveals the nature of the observed res
that the Raman peak at 1890 cm21 arises from the inter-sub
level transition between the first two confined HH states
the Ge quantum dots.

In conclusion, we have reported the Raman scatte
form a self-organized Ge dot superlattice. Phonon confi
ment effect is observed for the embedded Ge dots in Si
trix. An optical transition at 1890 cm21 has been observed i
the polarized Raman spectrum, which is attributed to
inter-sub-level transition between the first two confined H
states in the Ge quantum dots. This study provides an im
tus for developing improved Si-based midinfrared detecto
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FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the valence band diagram of
sample. The arrow indicates the HH1 to HH2 transition.
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